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The research described in this report was conducted by the
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc., Buffalo, New York, under Air
Force Contract Number A733(03)-3384.

This project is part of a continuing program of aircraft flutter
research sponsored by the Aircraft Laboratory, Wright Air Development
Center. The project was administered by Xessrs. L. S. Wasserman and
W. J. Mykytow of the Dynamics Branch, Aircraft Laboratory, Wright Air
Developmnt CentRr, under Research and Development Order No. R459-36E,
Measurement of the Non-Stationary Aerodynamic Pressures Acting on
Oscillating Control Surfaces and Tabs of Finite Span (Unclassified).

This document presents experimental research data which has not
previously been obtained and which is valuable in conducting more ac-
curate flutter analyses anlin establishing flutter design criteria.
It is classified RESTRICTED in accordance with par 25b (6), AFR 205-1.
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ABSTRACT

Wind tunnel tests were conducted on low aspect ratio wings in
order to:

1. Measure the oscillatory aerodynamic lift forces, pitching
moments, and hinge moments acting on rectangular wings of
aspect ratio 1 and 2, due to the harmonic vibration of flap
or tab.

2. Measure similar data due to static deflection of flap or
tab.

3- Measure wing pitching moment and flap hinge moment of the
finite wings under zero lift conditions°

4. Compare these measured data with existing low aspect ratio
theory.

The models were of NACA 0010 section having 5 ft. chords and spans
of 2.5 ft. and 5 ft. corresponding (with the reflection plane) to the
aspect ratios of 1 and 2 respectively. The wings incorporated full span
flap and tab with chords of 40% and 10% wing chord respectively.

Results of the tests are presented in the form of curve sheets with
the theoretical comparisons plotted with the corresponding experimental
curves.

Most trends indicated by the finite span theory of Refs. 12 and 16
are substantiated by experiment. Quantitative agreement with the theories
for wing lift due to both static and oscillatory flap deflection is
excellent. However, all measured moments are substantially smaller than
those predicted by the theories.

The tests were performed in the Variable Density Tunnel of the Cornell
Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc., Buffalo, New York during January 1952.

PUBLICATT ON REVIEW

This report has been reviewed and is approved.

FOR THE COIAYANDER:

/I.-ANIEL D.1% OKEE
Colonel, USAF
Chief, Aircraft Laboratory
Directorate of Laboratories
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SYMBOLS

Flap angular deflection relative to wing chord

8Tab angular deflection relative to flap chord

W Circular frequency of oscillation

V Air speed

b Semi-chord of wing, including flap and tab chord

bV_ T Reduced velocity

AR Aspect ratio

L/p Aerodynamic wing lift coefficient due to oscillations

of the flap about its leading edge. (As defined in
Ref. 21)

Me Aerodynamic moment coefficient about the wing quarter-chord
point due to oscillations of the flap about its leading edge.
(As defined in Ref. 21)

TP Aerodynamic moment coefficient about the flap leading edge
due to oscillations of the flap about its leading edge.
(As defined in Ref. 21)

TS Aerodynamic moment coefficient about the flap leading edge
due to oscillations of the tab about its leading edge. (As
defined in Ref. 21)

(•p Aerodynamic moment coefficient about the tab leading edge due
to oscillations of the flap about its leading edge. (As
defined in Ref. 22)

Q6 Aerodynamic moment coefficient about the tab leading edge due
to oscillations of the tab about its leading edge. (As
defined in Ref. 22)

0 L Phase angle by which Lp leads p

0 M Phase angle by which M leads

0 T/3 Phase angle by which T" leads

0 T& Phase angle by which TS leads 6
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. Phase angle by which leads t3

0c. Phase angle by which QS leads 8

CLp Wing lift coefficient due to static flap deflection

C Mp Wing moment coefficient due to static flap deflection

CHpp, Flap hinge moment coefficient due to static flap deflection

CHpS Flap hinge moment coefficient due to static tab deflection

CHSP Tab hinge moment coefficient due to static flap deflection

CHS Tab hinge moment coefficient due to static tab deflection
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Of all cases of flutter actually experienced on full-scale airplanes,
those involving a control surface degree of freedom by far are the most
numerous. It follows that the determination of the unsteady air forces
associated with control surface oscillations are of fundamental interest
to the aeroelasticiano It is not surprising, therefore, that a substantial
literature exists containing various theoretical developments for these
forces0 However, experiments aimed at verification of the theoretically
predicted air forces have been limited.

As reported in Ref 0 1, the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, under the
sponsorship of the USAF conducted tests on a two-dimensional wing=flap=tab
combination for the cases of flap or tab oscillating. As a logical extension
of that work, the program reported on herein was undertaken to provide addi-
tional data for low aspect ratio cases.

The development of methods for calculating the aerodynamic forces
acting on an oscillating wing of finite span in an inviscid incompressible
flow has occupied numerous investigators, Refs. 2 to 11. These works vary
in approach, mathematical rigor, complexity, and results. In general,
their basic assumptions are valid only for high aspect ratio wings. Ref. 11
also suggests a method that would be satisfactory for very low aspect ratio
wings. The only theory that is claimed by its proponents to be applicable
to low aspect ratio wings (say AR~s of between one and three) is that of
Lawrence and Gerber, Ref 12, and the comparisons made in the body of this
report are with respect to this theory.

The foregoing comments relating to oscillatory conditions apply almost
equally strongly to the static forces. At the time of initiation of this
project, it appeared obvious that experimental static data could probably
be obtained from the apparatus designed for the dynamic case with little
additional effort, and that such data would be very valuable additions to
the relatively small amount of experimental low aspect ratio information
available. The theoretical work used for comparative purposes herein are
those of Stone, Ref. 16, and DeYoung, Ref. 179 the former report being an
application of the theory of Lawrence, Ref. 180

Having introduced static testing into the program, an additional item
of interest appeared worthy of investigation. Lifting line theories trace
all finite span effects to the reduction of strength of the bound vorticityo
Thus the theory would indicate that for awing of zero lift, ioe. zero cir-
culation, the wing pitching and flap hinge moments would be unaffected by
aspect ratio0 Tests permitting the evaluation of this conclusion were
made in the program and are discussed in the body of the report0

WADN TR 53-64 r



The objectives of this program may thus be noted formally as:

1. Measurement of the oscillatory aerodynamic lift forces,
pitching moments, and hinge moments acting on rectangular
wings of aspect ratio 1 and 2, due to the harmonic vibra-
tion of flap or tab.

2. Measurement of similar data due to static deflection of flap
or tab.

3. Measurement of wing pitching moment and flap hinge moment of
the finite wings under zero lift conditions.

4. Comparison of these measured data with existing low aspect
ratio theory.

WADOC TR 53-64 xi



I. DESCRIPTUNKabrflL AND SUSPENSIONS

A. Model

The Variable Density Wind Tunnel of the Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratory has a test section 8j ft. high X 12 ft. wide. All models
used in this program were supported as cantilevers from a reflection
plane in the top of the test section. Clearance of 1/16 in. was pro-
vided between the model root and wind tunnel ceiling. All models were
of 5 ft. chord and of NACA 0010 section and were equipped with full
span flap and tab hinged at the 60% and 90% chord positions respectively.
Models with spans of 2.5 and 5 ft. were used to obtain effective aspect
ratios of 1 and 2 respectively. The tab was constructed in such a manner
that the outer 50% span could be separated from the inner half and locked
to the flap while the inboard section could be deflected. Figures 1 and 2
show the model as installed in the tunnel. Complete description of design
details will be found in Appendix I.

B. Suspension

While for many of the tests the wing balance system was locked
out, wing lift and pitching moment were measured in certain phases of the
program. The. operation of the wing balance system is explained in
Appendix Ill. This system was used only to separate and measure wing
lift and wing pitching moment; drag force, rolling moment, and yawing
moment being discarded. Flap and tab hinge moments were measured by means
of strain gage instrumented locking bars. These bare also permitted
static variation of flap or tab angle of attack through the range from
-80 to +80 in two degree increments. For the dynamic tests, either the
flap or the tab locking bars were removed and the corresponding surface
attached through a universal Joint to a motor-driven oscillator that was
mounted above the wind tunnel test section ceiling, Fig. 3. Frequency
control from 0.5 cpO to 6.0 cps was provided by a variable speed drive
and half amplitudes of either 40 or 60 were available. The hinge moment
of the surface being driven was measured by the torsional deflection of
a sensitive section between the oscillator and the universal Joint. The
hinge moment of the locked surface was measured by means of the strain
gages on the locking bars. As discussed in Appendix II, suitable devices
were employed to insure that all inertial effects were balanced either
mechanically or electrically and that only the aerodynamic hinge moments
were recorded.

The wind tunnel test section ceiling to which the modelg s suspension
system attached, was actually a motor-driven turntable. Wing angle of
attack control was obtained by simply rotating this turntable. Complete
description of the suspension system, oscillator, and associated equipment
will be found in Appendix III.o

WAOC TR 53-64



FIG. 1 T"UNNEL INSTrAL L ATION
ASPECTr RATI .1o MODEL
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FIG. 2 TUNNEL INSTALLATION
ASPECT RATIO 2 MODEL
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FIG. 3 OSCILLATOR AND
WING SUSPENSION SYSTEM
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II. CALIBRATION TESTS

A. Static

The measuring devices were calibrated at least twice before
their use in the actual wind tunnel test and, in some cases, more than
twice. A complete calibration of all the sensitive sections were made
with the model set up in the shakedown testing jig, Fig. 4. Just before
any particular measuring device was to be used during the wind tunnel
test, it was recalibrated. The calibrations made in the shakedown jig
were done in both directions (i.e. in the case of a lift load - up and
down; and in the case of a moment - clockwise and counterclockwise).
With the model mounted in the wind tunnel test section, calibrations
were made in only one direction. Since complete calibrations were
already available, those run in the wind tunnel served primarily as a
check. In all cases, no significant difference between the shakedown
and final calibrations was noted.

For all shakedown and wind tunnel calibrations, the wing was
mounted vertically as a cantilever. Only concentrated loads were
applied to the model.

Wing lift and pitching moment were calibrated by applying a
load at the aft wing spar. This provided a moment arm about the elastic
axis of approximately 1 ft. A lift range of 0 to 400 lbs. was applied in
25 lb. increments and a pitching moment range of 0 to 400 ft. lbs. in
25 ft.-lbo increments was obtained.

In the case of the wing lift calibration, the load was applied
at either of two span-wise stations, It was most generally applied at
the center-span of the wing, but, in a few cases, as a check on the effect
of rolling moment, it was applied at the root. As was to be expected
from the design of the wing balance system, no appreciable change in the
lift measurement was observed. Therefore, it was concluded that all
rolling moment was being disposed of without affecting other measurements.

The flap locking bars were calibrated by applying a force just
forward of the tab hinge lineo For the aspect ratio two configurations,
two locking bars were used. The calibration was for the effect of the
sum of these two bars. For the AR = 1 flap only one locking bar was
used. Located at the root, this bar was calibrated separately.

The tab locking bars were calibrated by the application of a
load at the trailing edge of the tab. In a similar manner to that noted
above, the total effect of the two locking bars was calibrated for the
AR = 2 case, and only the root bar was retained for the AR = 1 configura-
tion. This locking bar was calibrated separately.

WADC TR 53-64 5
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B. D-•naic

For the purpose of calibrating the torque input systems, the
wing balance system was locked out. The flap or tab, in turn, was
connected to its torque input system and the other control surface
locked. Static moments were then applied and thus static calibrations
obtained for both tab and flap input sensitive sections. An electrical
calibration over the frequency range of interest was performed on the
wave filter units used in conjunction with the recording equipment.
All other elements of this equipment have no frequency distortion over
the range used. The results of the static tests and the electrical
filter tests were than combined to give the over-all calibrations.

A Consolidated Engineering Corp. Type 4-104 accelerometer was
used as a position indicator for the oscillating control surface. In
calibrating this, the surface was driven at the test frequency in still
air. By recording the electrical output of the accelerometer and simul-
taneously permitting a lead pencil, attached to the moving member, to
trace a line on a sheet of paper, a direct calibration of the pickup as
a position indicator was obtained.

C. Calibration Constants

The following is a tabulation of the calibration factors of
the strain sensitive sections. The units are force (or moment) per inch
of trace displacement as measured on the oscillograph record. All cali-
bration factors are given for an attenuation of unity.

Wing Lift 15.45 lbs./disp. in.
Wing Pitching Moment .327 ft. lbs./disp. in.

Calibration Constant (ft. lbs./disp. in.)
_...._AR = 1 AR -- 2

Flap Locking Bar .160 .358
Tab Locking Bar .0122 .0251
Flap Torque Input .254 •531
Tab Torque Input .0150 .0159

These constants are the static values. They were corrected for fre-
quency response by being multiplied by the proper value taken from the
calibration curves of the electrical filters. Fig. 5 shows a typical
calibration of both magnitude attenuation and phase shift due to the
filters.

WADG TR 53-64 7
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III. WIND TUNNEL TESTS

A. General

The wind tunnel program essentially consisted of three phases:

(A) Static tests
(B) Oscillatory tests
(C) Zero lift tests

Three model configurations were tested:

(1) Aspect ratio one model - full span flap and tab
(2) Aspect ratio two model - full span flap and tab
(3) Aspect ratio two model - full span flap, half-span tab

Configuration (3) was subjected only to those tests involving
deflection of the tab either statically or dynamically. Configurations (1)
and (2) were subjected to the entire test program outlined above.

The wind tunnel tests were all run under ambient atmospheric
density conditions which approximate standard sea level density. The
Reynolds Number range was from 887,000 to 7,140,000. All wind tunnel
tests were conducted in the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory's 8 ft. X
12 ft. Variable Density Tunnel during the month of January 1952.

B. Static Aerodynamic Tests

Throughout the entire static program, a standard testing tech-
nique was adopted. With the pertinent control surface deflected at a
particular angle, data was recorded for the following three conditions:

(1) Tunnel air sieed = zero
(2) Tunnel air speed = 125 to 150 mph
(3) Tunnel air speed = zero

Part 1 - Tab Deflections - This part of the static program con-
sisted of deflecting the tab through a range from +8° to -80 in
20 increments. This was accomplished by using the tab locking
bar as described in Appendix III, (Figs. 6 and 7). All three
configurations enumerated above were tested in this manner.
The flap was rigidly attached to the wing by means of the flap
locking bars. For this particular part of the program, the wing

U CLASSIFIED
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balance system was locked out, and only flap and tab hinge moments
recorded. The following stationary aerodynamic coefficients were
obtained:

CHS - Tab hinge moment coefficient due to tab deflection.

CHO - Flap hinge moment coefficient due to tab deflections.

Part 2 - Flap Deflections - The flap was set at various angles with
respect to the wing by utilization of its locking bars (Appengix III,
Figs. 6 and 7). The range of flap angles was +8 to -80 in 2 incre-
ments. The tab was locked to the flap by the agency of the tab
locking bars. The wing balance system was effective and wing lift and

pitching moment recorded. Tab and flap hinge moments were measured
by the strain-sensitive sections incorporated in the locking bars.
Configurations (1) and (2) were tested in this manner. Configuration (2)
tests were also made with the balance system locked. These tests

yielded the following coefficients:

C;HS- Flap hinge moment coefficient due to flap deflection.

CHSp - Tab hinge moment coefficient due to flap deflection.

CM3 - Wing pitching moment coefficient due to flap deflection.

CLp - Wing lift coefficient due to flap deflection.

C. Oscillatory Aerodynamic Tests

A range of reduced velocities from 0 to 3.5 in increments of
approximately 0.5 was covered. For the values of reduced velocity between
1.0 and 3.5, an oscillation frequency of approximately 3.0 cycles per second
was used and the velocity of the air stream was varied from 30 to 115 mph.

Below a reduced velocity of 1.0, it was necessary to increase the oscilla-
tion frequency to approximately 5-0 cycles per second.

The testing technique employed in the dynamic phase of the pro-
gram was as follows. Before commencing the tests, the oscillator fre-
quency control was locked at the desired frequency. The inertia and
apparent mass moments acting about the hinge line of the oscillating
surface were electronically balanced out with the signal from the accel-
erometers mounted in the oscillating surface. This electronic balancing

WADC TR 53-64 12



is explained in detail in Appendix II. The readings of the attenuators
used to match the accelerometer signal to the signal from the torque
input system arising from the mechanical forces were noted. Data was
recorded at zero air speed. The tunnel speed was then increased to
approximately 30 mph. As soon as the flow was stabilized, data was
again recorded. In this fashion, the velocity of the air stream was
increased to 115 mph in increments of approximately 15 mph. The
tunnel was then shut down and still air data were again recorded as a
check on any possible zero shift of the electronic equipment during the
testing period.

The oscillatory phase of the program consisted of two parts:

Part 1 - Tab Oscillations - All three model configurations enuimera-
ted above were tested in this part of the oscillatory program.
Throughout this test, the wing balance system was locked and only
flap and tab hinge moments were measured. As explained in
Appendix II, the tab was statically balanced for this series of
tests which insured that the resultant inertial shear force on the
tab due to angular harmonic oscillations about its hinge line was
zero, and that the flap hinge moments were of purely aerodynamic
origin.

The tab aerodynamic hinge moment was measured by the tab
torque input system, the tab initial hinge moment being balanced
out electrically.

From this set of tests, the following oscillatory aerodynamic

coefficients were deduced:

TS • Flap hinge moment coefficient due to tab oscillations.

Q% -Tab hinge moment coefficient due to tab oscillations.

Part 2 - Flap Oscillation - Only configurations (1) and (2) were
tested in this part of the wind tunnel tests. The tests were made
for both the wing locked and unlocked conditions. Only the hinge
moment data recorded for the wing locked conditions is presented
in the results but the wing lift and pitching moment data were
necessarily attained with the wing balance system effective.

WADC TR 53-64
13



The technique described under Part 1 - Tab Oscillation,
was also used for the case of flap oscillation. Now, however,
the tab was attached to the flap by means of the tab locking
bars and the flap hinge moment was measured by the flap torque
input system.

For oscillations about the flap hinge line, it was
necessary to dynamically mass balance the tab in order to
measure the tab aerodynamic hinge moment, and to statically
mass balance the flap to measure wing aerodynamic loads
(Appendix III).

From these tests, the following oscillatory aerodynamic
coefficients were obtained:

T - Flap hinge moment due to flap oscillations

Q - Tab hinge moment due to flap oscillations

L1 - Wing lift due to flap oscillations

Mp- Wing pitching moment about wing quarter-chord
due to flap oscillations

D. Zero Lift Tests

Only model configurations (1) and (2) were tested in this
phase of the program and these only for the case of flap deflected.

With the flap and tab at zero deflection, the wing was rotated
by means of the turntable in the ceiling of the wind tunnel, until a
zero lift condition was obtained. That is, until the lift sensitive
galvanometer showed no movement when the air speed was changed from zero
to 150 mph. Then with the flap deflected through a specific angle, data
was recorded at:

(1) Tunnel air speed = zero
(2) Tunnel air speed - 150 mph
(3) Tunnel air speed = 150 mph. Wing rotated to bring lift

channel galvanometer deflection back to that of
Condition (1).

(4) Tunnel air speed = 150 mph. Wing rotated back to
Condition (2).

(5) Tunnel air speed " zero

Wing pitching moment and flap hinge moments were obtained in
these tests for flap angles from -8' to +8' in 20 increments.

WADC TR 53-64 14
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. general

The experimental aerodynamic coefficients, measured on the low
aspect ratio wings of this program are presented graphically in Jigs. 8
through 20. The oscillatory coefficients are presented in terms oft

(a) The magnitude of the aerodynamic coefficient
(b) The phase angle between the aerodynamic vector and the

displacement of the surface giving rise to the aero-
dynamic force,

both versus the reduced velocity (V/bw). The static aerodynamic coeffi-
cients are plotted versus the anguar displacement of the deflected sur-
face. All control surface moment coefficients are given about the control
surface hinge line; wing pitching moment coefficients are given about the
quarter-chord.

All oscillatory aerodynamic coefficients are defined in accordance
with Refs. 21 and 22. Static moment coefficients are based on the chord
of the surface on which the moment is acting. All coefficients are based
on the length of the surface which is deflected.

In all but one instance, the system was sufficiently rigid so
that the effect of deformations of the structure and locking bars could
be neglected. However, it was observed that the deflections of the wing
balance system was sufficient to fTfect the flap and tab oscillatory
hinge moments. For this reason, only oscillatory hinge moment data
obtained with the wing locked is presented.

The models used in this program, of course, only approximate
the idealized sections upon which the aerodynamic theories are based.
Such things as model boundary layer, tunnel reflection plane boundary
layer, thickness ratio, gap seal, and surface contour are examples of
items which may be of importance in affecting wing pitching moments and
control surface hinge moments. Jor example, in this program the control
surfaces have what is normally considered a closed gap. Actually
no seal was employed. Only enough clearance was permitted between the
fixed and moving surfaces to prevent rubbing during oscillation. The
maximum gap was of the order of 0.05 in. on the flap and was smaller than
this on the tab. On the basis of the flap chord of 2.0 ft., this corresponds

WADO TP 53-e4 13
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to a 0.25% gap, which is considered negligible. However, no definite
evaluation of the effect of this has been made. Again9 in manufacturing
the tab trailing edge, a slight bevel was incorporated in the trailing
edge angle. This bevel extended about 3/16 in0 forward of the trailing
edge and was at approximately a 90 angle with the remainder of the tab
surface. On a rational basis, this should be too small a bevel to have
any measurable effect. However, as discussed under D. below, a possi-
bility exists that it did affect some of the tab results.

It should be noted that the theoretical correlations, in general,
appear more satisfactory for the AR = 2 case than for the AR = 1 case. It
would appear that many of the physical differences noted above, between
the test model and an idealized theoretical model, would be more important
for the lower aspect ratio case. For example, tunnel reflection plane
boundary layer represents twice the percentage of the span of the AR = 1
model that it does of the AR = 2 model. For the test conditions, this
boundary layer is estimated as being between 2 in. and 3 in. thick at the
leading edge of the model. Due to diffusion over the 5 ft. chord, a
considerably thicker boundary layer probably exists at the model trailing
edge.

The data was not corrected for wind tunnel wall effects. In the
static case, based on Ref. 14, the maximum correction is of the order of
6%. From Ref. 15 it appears that in the oscillatory case, for the range
of V/bw's tested, the corrections will be even smaller. It thus appears that
in all cases the corrections are not sufficiently large to warrant applica-
tion.

B. Phase Anrles of the Oscillatory Loads

In order to obtain maximum accuracy in the phase angles, the
oscillatory records were reduced by a simple six-point harmonic analysis
schedule. On each record8 data were analyzed at three different time
stations and the results averaged to obtain the final value. It is
noteworthy that the phase angles obtained for any particular point were
for the most part within three degrees of each other.

In all but one case, the measured phase angles may be considered,
for practical purposes8 adequately described by the two-dimensional theo-
retical curves. The results of Ref. 12, where employed, check the
measured values even more closely. However, Fig. 12, shows that the tab
phase angle due to flap oscillation differs from the two-dimensional
theory. For the AR = 2 case the theory deviates from experiment above
V/bud equal to 2. As can be seen from the figure , the two-dimensional
results of Ref. 1 show an almost exactly similar trend. For the AR = 1
case, there appears to be a very marked phase angle effect due to aspect

W 53-64 UNCLAS SFIED
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ratio. However, the general shape of the curve, again is very similar
to the experimental results of Ref. 1.

C. Magnitudes of the Oscillatory Loads

The oscillatory aerodynamic coefficients are all compared with
two-dimensional theoretical values as given in Refs. 20 and 21. In addi-
tion, the wing lift and moment coefficients due to flap oscillation are
compared with those computed by the finite span theory of Ref. 12. The
shaded areas on the curve sheets show the range of results obtained from
the two-dimensional experiments of Ref. 1.

From Fig. 8 the wing lift due to flap is seen to check the theory
of Ref. 12 very closely. The decrease in oscillatory lift from AR = 2 to
AR = 1 appears almost as great as the decrease from AR = t0 to AR - 2.
The wing moment due to flap, Fig. 9, is substaaitially less than that
predicted by Ref. 12. Thus it is indicated that the theory does not
sufficiently account for the forward shift of the center pressure.

The flap hinge moment due to flap, Fig. 10, for AR = 2 is seen
to differ from the two-dimensional experimental values only above
V/bW - 2.5. The AR = 1 values are substantially reduced. From Fig. 11
it may be seen that the flap hinge moments due to tab oscillation for the
three cases tested may be delineated by the two-dimensional experimental
curve of Ref. 1. This might be expected, perhaps, because of the rela-
tively high aspect ratio of the tab when based on its own chord.

The oscillatory tab hinge moment due to flap, Fig. 12, similarly
to Fig. 10, shows that for AR = 2 the values are the same as the experi-
mental two-dimensional below V/b. - 2.5. Again the AR = 1 values are
substantially reduced. As in the case of Fig. 11, Fig. 13 shows that
for the three cases tested, the tab hinge moments due to tab are all of
approximately the same magnitude. However, the two-dimensional results
of Ref. 1 here do not follow the same trend but rather are closer to the
theoretical. In light of the sharp difference between theory and Ref. 1
shown in Figs. 11 and 12, some question might be raised regarding the
failure of Ref. 1 to agree more closely with the results of the present
investigation in Fig. 13.

*AOC TP 63-64 17
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D. Static Loads

The static aerodynamic coefficients are compared with the finite
span theory of Refs. 16 and 18. In addition, the wing lift for the
AR = 2 model is compared with the theory of Ref. 17.

The wing lift coefficient due to flap deflection, Fig. 14,
checks very closely the theory of Ref. 16 for both the AR = 1 and AR = 2
cases. Ref. 17 for AR = 2, is also shown to be satisfactory. The wing
pitching moment due to flap, Fig. 15, is seen to be considerably lower
than predicted by the theory, the AR = 1 theory being very close to the
actual AR = 2 measurements. For AR = 1 the tests show practically zero
wing moment indicating a center of pressure location very close to the
quarter chord position.

For the flap hinge moment due to flap, Fig. 16, again the
AR = 1 values of Ref. 16 delineate the AR = 2 values of the experiment.
The measured AR = 1 moments are approximately one-half the AR = 2 values.

No theoretical comparisons are made for the tab static results
as Ref. 16 is based on a six-point collocation and would be highly
inaccurate for a model with a 10% tab. Pigs. 17 and 18 require almost
no comment except for the CH&, curve. This coefficient starts off with
the reverse of the expecte load direction and then curves back to a
normal slope. Two possible explanations of this phenomenon are possible.
One is that at this low aspect ratio negative pressures occur on the
trailing edge of the flap, probably at the wing tips. The change in
slope would then be due to the normal non-linear effects noticed on low
aspect ratio wings due to the cross-flow drag. Alternatively the phenome-
non may be due to the small bevel on the trailing edge of the tab. While
as noted in Ref. 25, this is usually only observed on control surfaces
with large bevels, it should be noted that tAe measured coefficients are
of extremely small magnitude, and the effect may have been overlooked in
previous experimentation.

Reference should be made to the phase angle of the comparable
oscillatory coefficient 01, . As was pointed out previously, this is
the only phase angle that differs appreciably from the theoretical two-
dimensional values. It would appear from Fig. 12 that if the curves
were extended to high values of V/bw , they would approach the zero
phase lag condition. Remembering that the static value is equivalent

UNCLASSIFIED"
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to infiniteV/bw , the approach to zero phase angle means that the static
hinge moment would be in the same direction as a static deflection. ThisD
of course, is just what was observed in the static tests.

As in the dynamic cases, there is little difference in the tab
coefficients as measured for the three different configurations tested.

E. Zero Lift Tests

Figs. 19 and 20 give wing pitching moment and flap hinge moment
for flap deflection, with the wing rotated to a position of zero net lift
on the total surface. Comparison of these results with those for the non-
rotated wing, Figs. 15 and 16, show little change due to the reduction in
lift.

At the zero lift condition, there still exists a marked difference
in the moments for the AR = 1 and AR = 2 cases. Thus it would appear that
those finite span theories, which are predicated on circulation strength,
are inadequate at these low values of aspect ratio.

U.NCL.ASSIFIED:
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

On the basis of the observed data as summarized in the curve sheets,
the following general conclusions may be made:

(1) The oscillatory phase angles are only slightly affected by
aspect ratio, most of the data falling within the range of
two-dimensional values reported in Ref. 10 A notable
exception is 0 G. for AR = 1.

(2) The magnitudes of the oscillatory loads are, in general,
substantially below the theoretical two-dimensional values.
However, T1 and Op for AR = 2 and T6 for AR = 1 and 2 fall
within the range of data reported in Ref. 1.

(3) Hinge moments caused by tab oscillation in the three differ-
ent configurations tested exhibit little difference in
magnitude, indicating that the aspect ratio of the control
surface itself rather than that of the wing may be of
fundamental importance .

(4) The theory of Refo 12 gives excellent checks of the lift
due to flap oscillation both in magnitude and phase angle
but overestimates the wing moment due to flap oscillation0
However, OmA is predicted satisfactorily 0

(5) The theory of Ref0 16 gives excellent checks of the lift
due to static deflection but overestimates all the moments
for which comparisons were made0 In general, the theoretically
predicted moments for AR = 1 compare favorably with the
measured data at AR = 2.

(6) As in the oscillatory cases, the hinge moments caused by
static tab deflection exhibit only little difference in
magnitudes for the three configurations tested0

(7) The results of the static zero lift tests indicate that
finite span theories based on total circulation strength
are inadequate at low aspect ratios0

In evaluating the results of this series of experiments, con-
sideration should be given to the fact that the indicated wing and
tab moments due to flap motion, static and oscillatory, were of
very small magnitude. Therefore, the possibility of errors in these
results should not be overlooked. However, from the consistency
which was exhibited by these values, as measured, it would appear
that the magnitudes of the measurement errors were small.
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It is recommended that further measurements be made to Investi-

gate the effects of:

(1) Gap

(2) Trailing edge angle

(3) Aerodynamic balance

(4) Thickness ratio

(5) Boundary Layer (Both on the model and on the reflection
plane)

(6) Compressibility

The effect of compressibility on control surface oscillatory aero-
dynamic coefficients is considered of fundamental importance. Experi-
mentation in the high subsonic and transonic range is particularly
desirable in light of the lack of any suitable aerodynamic theory and
the several recent actual cases of control surface flutter at these
speeds.
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APPENDIX I

DESCRIPTION OF MODELS AND DESIGN DETAILS

The Variable Density Wind Tunnel of the Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratory has a test section 8j ft. high X 12 ft. wide. All models
used in this program were supported as cantilevers from a reflection
plane in the top of the test section. Clearance of 1/16 in. was pro-
vided between the model root and wind tunnel ceiling. The model was
equipped with an end fitting which extended through a hole in the wind
tunnel ceiling and was attached to the wing suspension system. The wing
suspension system and the oscillator were mounted on top of the tunnel
ceiling. All models were of 5 ft. chord and of NACA 0010 section and
were equipped with full span flap and tab hinged at the 60% and 90%
chord positions respectively. Models with spans of 2-5 and 5 ft. were
used to obtain effective aspect ratios of 1 and 2 respectively. The
tab was constructed in such a manner that the outer 50% span could be
separated from the inner half and locked to the flap while the inboard
section could be deflected. The control surfaces had effectively a
closed gap and zero aerodynamic balance.

The construction details of the aspect ratio I and 2 wings were
entirely similar, being semi-monocoque, two-spar structures. The spars,
slightly modified 5 in. X .225 in. extruded 24ST channels, were located
at the 15.94% and 46.98% chordlines and were attached to the skin with
counter-sunk machine screws. Ribs built-up of a 1/8 in. 24ST web with
two pairs of 1/8 in. X 1 in. X 1 in. 24ST extruded angles riveted to
the web to provide cap strip material, were located at the flap hinge
stations to transfer the shear load from the flap to the wing skin.
These intermediate ribs were interrupted by the continuous spar. A
tip rib was provided that was continuous from the wing leading edge to
the flap hinge line. Its construction was the same as the intermediate
ribs1 except that only one angle was used for each capstrip. In the
AR = 1 wing, the outboard hinge rib became the tip rib and no special
tip rib was required. At the root, a discontinuous rib was provided
to transfer the wing loads to the end fitting. Flap hinge fittings
were machined from 24ST bar. All the ribs were attached to the spars
by means of angles riveted to both the rib and the spar. Two 1/4 in.
61ST6 sheets formed to the contour of an NACA 0010 airfoil section were
screwed to the framework described above and welded to each other along
the leading edge of the wing. A fairing provided a smooth contour at
the tip of the wing. As can be seen from the above description, an
extremely rugged design was employed. Figs. 21 and 22 show the basic
structure of the two models prior to covering.

rD TRS-
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The flap was constructed in two parts. When joined, the two pieces
formed a full span three-hinge flap for the AR = 2 wing. The two com-
ponents of the flap were connected by splice plates screwed to both skins.
In addition, the outboard nose rib of the inboard section was bolted to
the ballast weight of the outboard section. For the AR = 1 wing only,
the inboard two-hinge portion was used. A semi-monocoque two-spar type
of construction was used. The spars were formed of .040 in. 24ST sheet
with flanges bent-up to provide bending material. Ribs intermediate
between the spars were formed from .040 in. 24ST. Nose ribs were made
of bent-up o064 in. 24ST sheet. The heavier stock in the nose ribs
was required to support the large ballast weights used in mass balancing
the flap. Two nose ribs were used at the hinge stations to provide
support for the hinge bearing shaft. Two trailing edge formers made of
3/8 in. magnesium bar stock, were located between each tab hinge to
stiffen up the trailing edge flap panels. Tab hinge supports were
machined from 5/8 in. magnesium stock. Ribs, formers, and hinge supports
were attached to the flap spars with angles riveted to both the spar and
the particular stiffener. Two .051 in. dural sheets formed to the NACA
0010 contour were riveted to the framework.

Figs. 23 and 24 show the flap before covering and in the process of
covering. The flap is shown in its split configuration and its joined
configuration. Fig. 25 shows the tab mounted on the flap.

The tab also was of two-piece construction. When the two parts of
the tab were joined together with splice plates, it served as the AR = 2
tab; the inboard, two-hinge portion being used for the AR = 1 tab. In
the AR = 2 configuration, it was possible to lock the outboard section
of the tab to the flap, and still leave the inboard half of the tab free
to be deflected. This was accomplished by bolting the middle tab bearing
block to the inboard rib of the outboard tab panel. In Fig. 26b bolt A
is shown in the locked condition. In the actual tests, two bolts were
used.

Unlike the wing and flap construction, the tab spars were discontinu-
ous and the ribs uninterrupted. The spar consisted of short segments of
bent-up.040 in. 24ST sheet between each rib. The ribs were machined out
of solid magnesium bar. Located between the tab hinges were two pairs of
ribs of 3/8 in. stock separated by a 3/4 in. magnesium spacer. A fork-
shaped rib was used at each hinge, the tines of the fork supporting the
bearing shaft. A solid magnesium trailing edge piece was continuous along
the span except for the break between the two portions of the tab. An
.064 in. dural skin was riveted to the frame described above. Steel
ballast weights were supported by the overhanging ribs to mass balance
the tab as required.
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FIG. 25a FLAP 8 TAB- PART/ALLY COVERED-
SPLIT

FIG. 25 b FLAP 8r TAB-PARTIALLY COVERED-
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Fig. 26 shows the tab in both its split and joined configuration.
Fig. 25 illustrates how the tab was installed in the flap.

The end fitting (Fig. 27) transferred the model loads from the wing
to the wing suspension system. A 1/4 in. steel plate attached to the end
rib of the wing by twenty-two 1/4 in. machine screws served to transmit
pitching moments from the model to the suspension system. To remove
bending loads, two 3/4 in. steel legs were provided that attached to both
skins with a pattern of twelve 5/16 in. machine screws. The torsion trans-
mitting plate and bending transmitting legs described above attached to a
spindle that fitted into the wing suspension system. The spindle slipped
through head C, Figs. 28 and 29 into the two bearings retained therein.
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APPENDIX II

IVETRTIA MOMENT BALANCING

A. Driven Surface

In every case the driven surface was statically mass balanced
about its hinge line. This insured that there was zero shear force
reacted by the hinge bearings at zero air speed. The balance was
adjusted until no loads were indicated on the hinge carrying member
(the wing when the flap was driven; the flap when the tab was driven),
with the measuring equipment operating at full gain, while the driven
surface was oscillated at various frequencies in the range of interest.
Thus, with air on, the only loads carried across the hinge were of
aerodynamic origin. As a double universal joint, incapable of trans-
mitting shear, was provided in the input drive system all the aero-
dynamic shear was reacted by the hinges.

While the mass balancing of the driven surface reduced the
total mechanical shear on the surface to zero, it did not, of course,
assist in separating the mechanical hinge moment from the aerodynamic.
The total hinge moment of the driven surface was reacted by the input
drive system through the oscillator, a sensitive quill rod, and the
universal joint. A Schaevitz pickup was used to measure the torsional
deflection across the sensitive section and thus the total hinge moment.
An accelerometer was mounted inside the driven surface at a distance
from the hinge line so that its output was proportional to the angular
acceleration of the surface. Obviously it was then also proportional
to the mechanical (inertial) hinge moment. By suitable electrical
mixing of the outputs of the Schaevitz and the accelerometer, a signal
was obtained which was proportional only to the aerodynamic hinge
moment, regardless of the amplitude and frequency cf the driven sur-
face's oscillation. The attenuators in the mixing circuit were
adjusted so that at full gain of the measuring equipment the galvanometer
that read hinge moment indicated no load with the driven surface oscillatinf-
in still air.

B. Locked Surface

When the flap was the driven surface, the tab was dynamically
mass balanced with respect to its own and the flap's hinge lines. That
is, sufficient mass was attached to the tab forward of its hinge line
so that the product of inertia with respect to the two axes was zero.
This insured that when the flap oscillated, there waa zero mechanical
tab hinge moment. Again the balance was adjusted so that no tab hinge
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signal was obtained at full gain of the measuring equipment, with the
flap oscillating.

With the tab the driven surface, there was no requirement on
flap balance. Actually the flap was always left in its balance condi-
tion as required when it was the driven surface.

All balancing was done under ambient pressure conditions at zero
air speed and therefore the oscillatory coefficients, as measured at speed,
do not include the apparent mass terms; that is, the air loads induced on
the model due to oscillations at zero air speed. Therefore, a small theo-
retical correction was applied to the measured loads to adjust for this
lack. This correction was based on the results of Munk, Ref0 20, for
elliptic wings0 Munk tabulated factors that could be applied to the two-
dimensional apparent mass to correct for finite aspect ratio. It was
assumed herein that the same correction factor as developed for the
elliptic wing could, be applied to the rectangular wing. The correction
factors used were 0.8 for AR = 2 and 0.6 for the AR = 1 wing. In all
cases, however, the apparent mass contribution is only a very small part
of the total oscillatory aerodynamic load0
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APPENDIX III

SUSPENSION SYSTEM, LOCKING BARS, AND OSCILLATOR

A. Suspension System

Fig. 28 is a diagram of the wing suspension system which was
to measure wing lift and pitching moments during part of the test pro-
gram° The suspension separated the loads applied to the wing so that
the bending moment in beam FG was proportional to the pitching moment
and the bending moment in section AB of beam ABC was proportional to
the wing lift. The suspension system was completely uncoupled. The
wing pitching mbment was obtained by measuring the deflection of

beam FG at point E with a Schaevitz position indicator. The magnitude
of the wing lift was obtained by measuring the bending moment in beam AB
with a pair of resistance strain gages. The drag, rolling moment, and
yawing moment on the model were reacted by balance beam ABC, carried by
it to the bearings at B, and there transmitted to the fixed wind tunnel
structure. Balance beam ABC was very stiff in the section B to C and
these loads did not produce appreciable deflections. The method of
reacting the pitching moment applied to the balance suspension system
can be readily seen on Fig. 29. However, if the flap torque input
system , Fig- 30, was in use while wing pitching moment was measured,
an amount of torque equal to the hinge moment of the oscillating sur-

face was transmitted through the input system and hence was not measured
by the pitching moment beam. It was then necessary to add the flap hinge
moment to the measured pitching moment to obtain the total pitching moment.
Since the thirty per cent chord line was chosen as the elastic axis, it
was also necessary to transfer the total moment obtained to the quarter
chord line. No corrections of the lift measured by the balance were
necessary as the attachments of the driving mechanism to the flap
included a double universal joint through which there could be no trans-
fer of shear loads. It was possible to lock out the wing suspension
system to provide a rigidly mounted wing, A pattern of four 3/8 in.

steel bolts tied beam CD to fixed structure to accomplish this.

B0  L ogcsia Bars

When one surface was being driven by the oscillator, the other
was restrained from rotating by means of stiff locking bars, Fig. 6.
Each locking bar was made of 1/4 in. steel plate. It was rigidly
bolted to the surface being locked and attached to the locking surface
by two taper pins. One taper pin was screwed.to a fitting on the end
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rib of the locking surface; the other was driven through the locking
bar and the end rib and held in place by friction. The locking bar
was machined with a strain-sensitive section in the region of the
hinge line on which the strain gages were mounted. The center line of
the strain gages coincided with the hinge line of the locked surface
as shown in Fig. 6.

For the AR = 2 model, two locking bars were used to restrain
each full-span surface. One locking bar was located at the root; the
other at the tip. In the case of AR = 1 model only one locking bar,
located at the root, was used.

The flap and tab locking bars also provided a means of stati-
cally varying the angles of the respective control surfaces. The two
taper pins, described above, were provided with a choice of mating holes
from 00 to t8o in 20 increments. Fig. 7 shows how the locking bars
served to position the control surface.

As noted above when the flap was the driven surface, its hinge
moment, as measured by the input system, had to be added to the wing
moment as read by the wing suspension system, in order to get the total
wing moment due to flap oscillation. Similarly when the tab was the
driven surface, its hinge moment had to be added to the flap moment
as read by the flap locking bars, in order to get the total flap hinge
moment due to tab oscillation. (Wing moment data was not taken for the
case of tab oscillating.)

C. Oscillator

The oscillator used in these tests is shown in the schematic
diagram, Fig. 31. It was driven by a 2 hp induction motor through a
Worthington variable §peed drive unit, and a 9.75:1 fixed speed reducer,
Fig. 32. A 114 lb-in flywheel above the fixed reducer had an effective
inertia of 10,800 lb-in2 at the oscillator rpm. The output of the gear
box was attached through a flexible coupling to the driver of the oscilla-
tor, member AB of Fig. 31. This had .15 in. eccentricity. A 22.375 in.
connecting rod tied the follower to the driver, Fig. 30. The follower
provided a choice of either 1.440 in. eccentricity or 2.200 in. eccentri-
city which gave 60 and 40 single amplitude os'cillations respectively.
The pins of the four-bar linkage were all provided with preloaded angular
contact bearings.

The oscillator was so designed that the follower axis could be
made coincident with either the flap or tab hinge lines so that it was
possible to change the oscillator from driving the flap to driving the
tab, or vice versa, very easily.
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The following is a kinematic analysis of the oscillator design.

All the symbols used in the analysis are shown in Fig. 31o

The horizontal distances of the deflected linkage are summed
and equated to the horizontal distance between the two pins, A and C.

rsne + Lcos - Rsin0 =L- (1)

Similarly the vertical distances are summed

-rcose + Lsnck + Rcos 0 = R . (2)

Solving (1) for [L cos m and (2) for [L sinai, squaring both
sides of the resulting equations and adding, we get:

bitL2 - ' 2t Rs u - r s~n e12 + L r cos + R - R cos 0] (3)

Expanding and simplifying equation (3)

R2 +•-10 rz (Rsinp) - RzcoS0 - Lz2-r 2 (rs•ne) + Rr COS 0 (4)

-Rr sin 5Lne - Rr cos0 Cos0 = 0

Making the small angle assumptions

sin 0 = 0

cos 0 = 1.0

and solving for 0 :

0=4Lý-r-• s ne (5)J L2-rF[-: R- RTsine

Dividing both numerator and denominator by R4L2 -- 4

0 = (r/R), Sine -r sin e

This inverse term may be expanded as

-X - 0 X V

For the case of 60 single amplitude oscillations:

r = .15 in. L = 22.375 in.
R = 1.44 in.
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and

.104167 sin 8 [i + .006704 sin e + .00004494 sin2 8 + o0

or [.104167 sin 6 + .000698 sin2 0 + .00000468 sin3 e + .

Expressing sin2 E and sin3 E as a sum of linear higher harmonic terms:

sin2 E =,(1 - cos 2e)

sin3 a = IFq(3 sin0  - sin 38).o

1~o04167 + .00000351 + IBill 6 L00000117 + s. jin 3 E)

+L000349 + o 'o0 o }.

It is seen that the coefficient for each of the harmonics in the
above series is itself expressed by an infinite series, However, the
series for the coefficients converges very rapidly and can be approximated
by the first few terms giving;

0 = .000349 + .104518 sin E . .000349 cos 2 E _00000117 sin 3j.

This series can be represented symbolically as

0 =b, + a, 5 i~n 0t L, .~(1,-!)0 + L k COS Zk G
£=z k= I

and the harmonic distortion, D, can be computed by the following
expression:

siq 0) 2  AJ d ~ Edk) k= ~ I(b

The constant term 6, is ignored in computing the distortion
since it merely introduces a small shift in the zero position. Sub-
stituting numerical values in the expression for the distortion:

(-000349 )2 + (.00000117)2 +
D .o104518

D = .00334

or D = .334%

This is the inherent distortion of the oscillator mechanism. It is seen
then that for practical purposes this distortion was effectively negligible.
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APPE•DIX IV

INSTRUUMENTTION

The equipment used for this project was a Consolidated Engineering

Corp., 1000 cycle carrier, system A, Fig. 33.

Eight channels of information were recorded as a function of time:

(1) Wing lift - Resistance strain gage
(2) Wing lift - Schaevitz type 18-L
(3) Wing pitching moment - Schaevitz type 18-L
(4) Flap torque input - Schaevitz type 14-L
(5) Tab torque input - Schaevitz type 14-L
(6) Flap locking moment - Resistance strain gage
(7) Tab locking moment - Resistance strain gage
(8) Position of oscillating surface - Accelerometer

A marker pulse was recorded to indicate when the model passed
through neutral. Occasionally a 60 cycle trace was recorded to check
the oscillograph timing oscillator. It was found that the timing
lines represented .01075 seconds instead of the nominal .01 seconds.

The Schaevitz units were used as variable reluctance type pickups.

In the measurement of the torque input, it was necessary to sub-
tract the inertia torque. The output of a Consolidated Engineering
Corp. type 4-104 accelerometer mounted in the oscillating surface was
mixed with the Scbaevitz signal. This mixing was accomplished between
the bridge and the amplifier. The outputs of the bridgeswere fed into
the primaries of two similar transformers, the secondaries of which
were connected in series and fed to an amplifier. The level of the
output from the Schaevitz bridge was adjusted by means of a potenti-
ometer until a minimum signal was observed in the oscillograph for
a no-load condition (oscillations in still air).

The position of the oscillating surface was measured by an
accelerometer mounted in the surface. The locking bars were instru-
mented with resistance strain gages. In the case of the AR = 2 model
the top and bottom bars were connected in series.

As the fundamental frequency was of primary concern, it was
desirable to suppress all higher harmonics and aerodynamic hash.
This was accomplished by electrical filtering. The presence of
the filters attenuated the signal considerably but was compensated
for by using Consolidated Engineering type 7-115 (Flat t5% 0-60 cps)
galvanometers having a sensitivity of 13 micro-amperes per inch.
Fig. 34 shows a typical oscillograph record.
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